MUSICAL PRELUDE
Imperial March, Sir Edward Elgar
William Randolph, Jr., B.Mus., Assisting Cathedral Organist & Adjunct Organist, Columbia University

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing until the President's Party is seated.

PROCESSIONAL MUSIC
Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar

THE ORDER OF PROCESSION
Police Emerald Society of Westchester
Teachers College Banner Bearer, Ayesha Rabadi, Student Speaker
Alumni Council
Teachers College Golden Reunion
Masters Degree Candidates (by Department)

Arts & Humanities
Banner Bearer: Sammie Smith
Banner Bearer Escort: Hannah Lokken

Curriculum & Teaching
Banner Bearer: Laurence Cerretani
Banner Bearer Escort: Norah Mallaney

Faculty
Emeritus Faculty
Department Chairs
Corporate Officers
Trustees
President's Party

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
Jack Hyland, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
Susan H. Fuhrman, President of the College

PRESENTATION OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGE MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Susan H. Fuhrman

AWARDING OF THE MEDAL
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATE
Olga Marta Hubard Orvananos, Associate Professor of Art Education, Teachers College, Columbia University

THE RECIPIENT’S RESPONSE
Sandra Jackson-Dumont, Frederick P. and Sandra P. Rose Chairman of Education, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

STUDENT SPEAKER
Ayesha Rabadi, M.A. Candidate, Early Childhood Education, Dual Certification, Curriculum & Teaching (May 2016)

MUSICAL INTERLUDE
Sounds Like Somewhere, music and lyrics by Lily & Madeleine
Lindsay Bursteedt (vocals), M.A., Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)
Ashley Chambers (piano), M.A. candidate, Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)
Jung In Ji (Cello), M.A. with initial certification, Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)
Sarah Kang (vocals), M.A. candidate, Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)
Jameelah Taylor (vocals), M.A. with initial certification, Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
Thomas Rock, Vice Provost, Enrollment Services
Kristine Roome, Associate Provost

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES BY DEGREE
Thomas James, Provost and Dean of the College
Master of Arts
Master of Science
Master of Philosophy
Master of Education

GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Jeffrey Putman, President, Teachers College Alumni Association

CLOSING REMARKS
William D. Rueckert, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE RETIRING PROCESSION
The audience is requested to remain in place until the procession has left the Cathedral.

A reception for Teachers College graduates and their guests will be held immediately following the ceremony in Russell Courtyard at Teachers College.
MASTERS CONVOCATION II

The seventeenth of May, two thousand sixteen, 10:00 in the morning

MUSICAL PRELUDE
*Imperial March*, Sir Edward Elgar
William Randolph, Jr., B.Mus., Assisting Cathedral Organist & Adjunct Organist, Columbia University

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing until the President’s Party is seated.

PROCESSIONAL MUSIC
*Pomp and Circumstance*, Sir Edward Elgar

THE ORDER OF PROCESSION
Police Emerald Society of Westchester
Teachers College Banner Bearer,
  Katherine S. Cho, Student Speaker
Alumni Council
Masters Degree Candidates (by Department)
  - Biobehavioral Sciences
    Banner Bearer: Meg Hudson
    Banner Bearer Escort: Josephine Ancelle
  - Counseling & Clinical Psychology
    Banner Bearer: Shannique Richards
    Banner Bearer Escort: Andre Anteliz
  - Education Policy & Social Analysis
    Banner Bearer: Matthew Gonzales
    Banner Bearer Escort: Gifty Agyapong
  - Health & Behavior Studies
    Banner Bearer: Stephanie Brown
    Banner Bearer Escort: Allison Pok-Man Lak

Faculty
Emeritus Faculty
Department Chairs
Corporate Officers
Trustees
President’s Party

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
William D. Rueckert, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
Susan H. Fuhrman, President of the College

PRESENTATION OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGE MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Susan H. Fuhrman

AWARDING OF THE MEDAL
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATE
Sonali Rajan, Assistant Professor of Health Education,
Teachers College, Columbia University

THE RECIPIENT’S RESPONSE
Tom Frieden, Director
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

STUDENT SPEAKER
Katherine S. Cho, M.A. Candidate, Sociology & Education,
Education Policy & Social Analysis (May 2016)

MUSICAL INTERLUDE
*Cross-Cultural Medley*, arranged by Katy Ho and Xiaohang Li
Katy Ho (viola), Ed.M. candidate, Music & Music Education,
Arts & Humanities (May 2016)
Xiaohang Li (piano), M.A. candidate, Music & Music Education,
Arts & Humanities (May 2016)

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
Thomas Rock, Vice Provost, Enrollment Services
Kristine Roome, Associate Provost

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES BY DEGREE
Thomas James, Provost and Dean of the College
  - Master of Arts
  - Master of Science
  - Master of Philosophy
  - Master of Education

GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Jeffrey Putman, President, Teachers College Alumni Association

CLOSING REMARKS
Jack Hyland, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE RETIRING PROCESSION
The audience is requested to remain in place until the procession has left the Cathedral.
A reception for Teachers College graduates and their guests will be held immediately following the ceremony in Russell Courtyard at Teachers College.
MASTERS CONVOCATION III

The seventeenth of May, two thousand sixteen, 2:00 in the afternoon

MUSICAL PRELUDE
Imperial March, Sir Edward Elgar
William Randolph, Jr., B.Mus., Assisting Cathedral Organist & Adjunct Organist, Columbia University

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
The audience is requested to rise and remain standing until the President’s Party is seated.

PROCESSIONAL MUSIC
Pomp and Circumstance, Sir Edward Elgar

THE ORDER OF PROCESSION
Police Emerald Society of Westchester
Teachers College Banner Bearer,
David Taliaferro, Student Speaker
Alumni Council
Masters Degree Candidates (by Department)

  Human Development
  Banner Bearer: Nicholson Durand
  Banner Bearer Escort: Emily Taffet

  International & Transcultural Studies
  Banner Bearer: Emily Skanes
  Banner Bearer Escort: Jessica Garber

  Mathematics, Science & Technology
  Banner Bearer: Elizabeth Begley
  Banner Bearer Escort: JangHee I

  Organization & Leadership
  Banner Bearer: Samuel Ortiz
  Banner Bearer Escort: Margaret Connelly

Faculty
Emeritus Faculty
Department Chairs
Corporate Officers
Trustees
President’s Party

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
Jack Hyland, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
Susan H. Fuhrman, President of the College

PRESENTATION OF THE TEACHERS COLLEGE MEDAL FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Susan H. Fuhrman

AWARDING OF THE MEDAL
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATE
Lalitha M. Vasudevan, Associate Professor of Technology & Education, Teachers College, Columbia University

THE RECIPIENT’S RESPONSE
Kris D. Gutiérrez, Professor of Language, Literacy & Culture, University of California, Berkeley, Graduate School of Education

STUDENT SPEAKER
David Taliaferro, M.A. Candidate, Change Leadership, Organization & Leadership, XMA V (May 2016)

MUSICAL INTERLUDE
Markus Ling (piano), Ed.M. candidate, Music & Music Education, Arts & Humanities (May 2016)

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES
Thomas Rock, Vice Provost, Enrollment Services
Kristine Roome, Associate Provost

RECOGNITION OF THE CANDIDATES BY DEGREE
Thomas James, Provost and Dean of the College
  Master of Arts
  Master of Science
  Master of Philosophy
  Master of Education

GREETINGS FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Jeffrey Putman, President, Teachers College Alumni Association

CLOSING REMARKS
Jack Hyland, Co-Chair, Board of Trustees

THE RETIRING PROCESSION
The audience is requested to remain in place until the procession has left the Cathedral.
A reception for Teachers College graduates and their guests will be held immediately following the ceremony in Russell Courtyard at Teachers College.
2016 Recipients of the President's Medal for Distinguished Service

MASTERS I CEREMONY

Sandra Jackson-Dumont is the Frederick P. and Sandra P. Rose Chairman of Education at the Metropolitan Museum of Art—the largest museum in the western hemisphere. Jackson-Dumont is responsible for the vision and management of education, public programs, the live arts/performance, audience development and academic programs. Her work encompasses a wide range of experiences designed for a diverse cross-section of audiences. She was formerly the Deputy Director for Education & Public Programs and Adjunct Curator of Modern & Contemporary Art at the Seattle Art Museum (SAM). She had strategic oversight of programming at SAM’s three sites—Seattle Art Museum, Seattle Asian Art Museum and Olympic Sculpture Park.

Prior to her appointment at SAM, Jackson-Dumont worked at the Studio Museum in Harlem and the Whitney Museum of American Art among other cultural organizations. Known for her ability to blur the lines between academia, popular culture and non-traditional art-going communities, Jackson-Dumont is invested in curating experiences that foster dynamic exchanges between art and artists, past and present, public and private, and people and places. She has organized numerous exhibitions, lectures, performances, symposia, education initiatives and has contributed essays to a host of publications and worked with numerous artists.

MASTERS II CEREMONY

Tom Frieden, M.D., M.P.H., is director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Since 2009, Dr. Frieden has intensified CDC's tireless work to protect the health, safety and security of the American people, including leading the agency’s response to the recent Ebola epidemic and other health emergencies. Under his direction, new CDC programs have focused on combating antibiotic resistance, preventing foodborne and healthcare-associated infections, helping people quit smoking, addressing the prescription drug overdose epidemic and advancing global health security worldwide. He previously led New York City's program that cut multidrug-resistant tuberculosis by 90 percent, and helped India prevent more than 3 million tuberculosis deaths. As New York City’s health commissioner from 2002 to 2009, he helped reduce teen smoking by half and adult smoking by one-third. Frieden received his medical and master’s of public health degrees from Columbia University. He completed infectious disease training at Yale University.

MASTERS III CEREMONY

Kris D. Gutiérrez is Professor of Language, Literacy & Culture at the University of California, Berkeley, Graduate School of Education. Kris was most recently a professor of Learning Sciences/Literacy and the Inaugural Provost’s Chair at the University of Colorado, Boulder and Professor Emerita of Social Research Methodology at GSE&IS at UCLA. Professor Gutiérrez is a national leader in education, with an emphasis in literacy, learning sciences, and interpretive and design-based approaches to inquiry. Gutiérrez is a member of the National Academy of Education and is the past President of the American Educational Research Association and the National Conference on Research on Language and Literacy.

Gutiérrez was appointed by President Obama and confirmed by the U.S. Senate as a member of the National Board for the Institute of Education Sciences where she served as Vice Chair. Her research examines learning in designed learning environments, with attention to students from non-dominant communities and English Learners. Her work on Third Spaces examines the affordances of hybrid and syncretic approaches to literacy, new media literacies, and STEM learning and the re-mediation of functional systems of learning. Her work in social design experiments seeks to leverage students’ everyday concepts and practices to ratchet up expansive forms of learning.

DOCTORAL HOODING CEREMONY

Susan T. Fiske is Eugene Higgins Professor of Psychology and Public Affairs at Princeton University. She investigates cognitive stereotypes and emotional prejudices, culturally, interpersonally, and neuro-scientifically, with policy implications. Her books include The HUMAN Brand: How We Relate to People, Products, and Companies (with Chris Malone, 2013); Envy Up, Scorn Down: How Status Divides Us (2011); and Social Cognition (with Shelley Taylor, 2013, 4/e). She edits Annual Review of Psychology, PNAS, and Policy Insights from Behavioral and Brain Sciences, is past President of the Federation of Associations in Behavioral and Brain Sciences, and was elected to the National Academy of Sciences, the American Philosophical Society and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Research requires a village, and her graduate students conspired for her to win Princeton’s Graduate Mentoring Award.
## Masters Degrees Conferred, Academic Year 2015–2016

**MASTERS**

**OF ARTS**

**AWARDED OCTOBER 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nora L. Aboali</th>
<th>Natasha Chadha</th>
<th>Diwata Fonte</th>
<th>Melanie Robin Hunt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Antonio Aguirre-Castillo</td>
<td>Hsin-yu Chao</td>
<td>Lauren K. Forst</td>
<td>Stephanie Tang Imp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Jungsoo Ahn</td>
<td>Brendan John Check</td>
<td>Rivka Friedler</td>
<td>Jordan F. Itzkowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faisal Ali Murad AL Balushi</td>
<td>Kathleen Allison Chiluiza</td>
<td>Tessa Ann Frissona</td>
<td>Eliza Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nicole Albert</td>
<td>Megha Choudhary</td>
<td>Joanna May Fuller</td>
<td>Nathaniel Gregory Jacobson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Alexis</td>
<td>Christopher Myung Chung</td>
<td>George Daniel Galindo</td>
<td>Michelle Elizabeth Jaconette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Mazin Al-Shakarchi</td>
<td>Kyoung wha Chung</td>
<td>Catherine Ruth Garrison</td>
<td>Lillian Jahnah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsti Nicole Alvarez</td>
<td>Joy Alexandra Clarke</td>
<td>Ryan Robert Gassaway</td>
<td>Prashant So Jayapragas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Clayton Anderson</td>
<td>Lane Catherine Clegg</td>
<td>Allana Gauzza</td>
<td>Patrick Jean Baptiste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Curry Andrews</td>
<td>Anthony Craig Clemons</td>
<td>Desiree P. Ghazi</td>
<td>Kevin Yi Jian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anolik</td>
<td>Jessica A. Cleveland</td>
<td>Peishi Goh</td>
<td>Nicole Mary Jondahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra D. Atha</td>
<td>Jordan Andrew Coffen</td>
<td>Stanley Micheal Golanka</td>
<td>Michael John Paul Joshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Baker</td>
<td>Stacia Inez Comer</td>
<td>Alice Marie Goldsberry</td>
<td>Dong Woo Philip Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Gisela Ball</td>
<td>Nathaniel F. Conkey</td>
<td>Amy Katherine Graham</td>
<td>Eun Jin Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Barnard</td>
<td>Theodosia Sophia Cook</td>
<td>Patrick Corey Graham</td>
<td>Alex Nicole Kaplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Barnes</td>
<td>Molly Daniel Coyne</td>
<td>Nicole M. Grandinetti</td>
<td>Maria Kassaras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Kimball Bartholomew</td>
<td>Vanessa Cuarenta</td>
<td>Anna-ray Racquel Grant</td>
<td>Salah Kazemini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dustin Wentz Batson</td>
<td>Brittany Danielle Cullen</td>
<td>Jennifer Xin Guan</td>
<td>Steven Keem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurel Belton</td>
<td>Katherine Anna Cutler</td>
<td>Jovana Joy Hackman</td>
<td>Shweta Sanjeev Khare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yannique Ayana Benitez</td>
<td>Jeanine A. Daley</td>
<td>Kara Lee Hafner</td>
<td>Geoffrey M. Kinderman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren M. Merrill</td>
<td>Kristin M. Dano</td>
<td>Allison Anne Hamila</td>
<td>Mary Catherine Kilcoyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Jo Villaret Berry-Taylor</td>
<td>Ambika Ashok Dani</td>
<td>Blake Alexander Hammond</td>
<td>Aelho Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Grace Bickel</td>
<td>Jessica Beth Daniels</td>
<td>Randi Lerali Harrison</td>
<td>Ian Seth Kingsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emanuel Max Bierman</td>
<td>Tonia De Souza Casarin</td>
<td>Kevin William Hartnett</td>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Kirby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecilia Xie Birge</td>
<td>Ramona Castle Demme</td>
<td>Zachary Robert Hartzman</td>
<td>Sidney R. Kohls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odhiko Bold</td>
<td>Andrea M. DiMarco</td>
<td>Haskel James Harvey</td>
<td>Natalie Susanne Kolodinski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Catherine Bonney</td>
<td>Katherine Anne Donahue</td>
<td>Molly Rae Hassler</td>
<td>Allison Lee Kuzinevich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick James Boor</td>
<td>Tshewang Dorji</td>
<td>Jessica Louise Hazelton</td>
<td>Vilan L. Kryat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Francis Booth</td>
<td>Kiara Chantal Drummond</td>
<td>Li He</td>
<td>Autumn Aaryn Lambahier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korleen G. Brady</td>
<td>Spencer James Dudley</td>
<td>Lauren Ann Heap</td>
<td>Poh Nguk Lau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shani Shalev Bretas</td>
<td>Jessica Leigh Eagle</td>
<td>Kevin Barry Heathwood</td>
<td>Cynthia Leck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason A. Broman</td>
<td>Emily B. Eastlake</td>
<td>Amanda Claire Hestdalen</td>
<td>Daniel HongGyu Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Spencer Brower</td>
<td>Brian Sean Ellis</td>
<td>Samantha Hewitt</td>
<td>Jong Seo Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Elizabeth Brown</td>
<td>Jessica A. Ewing</td>
<td>Christina Hiras</td>
<td>Linda Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florian Bruno</td>
<td>John O. Faison</td>
<td>Rachel Vanderdoes Hobson</td>
<td>Mia Sunni Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Jeffrey Bull</td>
<td>Hannah Louise Fenlon</td>
<td>Sasha Clara Hoff</td>
<td>Michelle Joan LeFrancois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Joyce Byrd</td>
<td>Claudia E. Fernandez</td>
<td>Hope Nicole Hollenhead</td>
<td>Alexandra Sophia Levitt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Cathleen Campcbero</td>
<td>Emily Alpern Fisch</td>
<td>Todd Lawrence Hollett</td>
<td>Xinyi Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollie Alissa Carlin</td>
<td>Ann V. Fittin</td>
<td>Roger Frederick Horton</td>
<td>Carol D. Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Cerezo</td>
<td>Sen Chi Fong</td>
<td>Jason Howie</td>
<td>Darin Sean Lim Yankowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoJae Cha</td>
<td>Laura Maria Fontanills</td>
<td>Anders Cobb Huleberg</td>
<td>Julia Lindemann</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elaine Alfred Abou-Assi
Adam Valentin Agostinelli
Leigh Victoria Alter
Danielle Nicole Ambrogio
Kaelan Anderson
Andre Alexis Anteliz
Cristina Alicia Arceo
Barbara Baglietto Jacquemin
Jay Ashok Bahuru
Brooke Caitlin Baranzano
Allison Shaen Barber
Tessa Caroline Batchelor
Amanda Elizabeth Becker
Rachel Becker
Naomi Beesen
Deena Lyn Bernett
James Alan Bettinger
Renzo Elias Bianchetti Garcia
Kemp Paterson Blythe
Nnena Nkoli Boddan
Mollie Catherine Book
Amanda Moreira Braga
Aaron P. Braten
Lauren E. Brenner
Kandee Michelle Brummer
Jane Gobb Budnick
Emily Leah Burnett
Rachel Emily Burris
Heather Ashley Carr
Marina Belen Garreno Hitschfeld
John Chan
Heidi Shao Wei Chang
Mache M. Chase
Rachel C. Chase
C.L. Alan Chen
Corrie Chen
Jianyu Chen
Kelin Chen
Qianfan Cheng
Suzie Choi
Yuen Pun Chow
Alexander Cipolletti
Channah Cohen
Alexandra Elizabeth Connell
Hannah Elizabeth Cook-Davis
Ellyn Victoria Cooper
Analisa Cortez
Seth Patrick Cotter
Georgia Couto Freire Reis De Oliveira
Alexandra Tamiko Da Dalt
Diogenes Da Silva Severino
Lionelle Daudel
Jordan B. Davis
Colombage Asha De Costa
Meriah Lee DeJoseph
Jerson David Del Rosario Gonzalez
Rishma C. Dhanraj
Henrietta Dreyer
Ginevra A. O. Drinka
Fatima L. Duran
Ellen U. Erman
Allene Karla Espino Espiritu
Nicholas Wooster Fager
Yanxia Fang
Jillian Dana Farrell
Patricia Finn
Carolyn Mathilda Foster
David Benjamin Gajer
Patrick David Galarza
Catherine Gauthier
Maia Gelashvili
Kimberly Lauren Geller
Debbie Eunbyeol Go
Risa Goda
Evan Ray Goldaper
Meghan Adams Gorry
Ellen Grace Gray
Cindy Guan
Shannon Marie Gunnip
Shirley Ying Guo
Tianquan Guo
Lauren Rebecca Hazoniy
Ning He
Corinne Anne Heichemer
Orit Esther Herzberg Keller
Toshiko Higuchi
Jessica Danielle Hodder
Lucas Gabriel Hoffmann-Marton
Zachary Meir Horowitz
DeShaun Anthony Houston
Hui-Yu Hsu
Sarah Meagan Hur
Claire Yeonkyeong Ji
Xiaobei Jia
Emilie Patrice Johnson
Nancy Siew Huah Kang
Ann M. Kelly
Mark Matthew Kelly
Jennifer Ann Kesten
Saumya Khullar
Hye Jin Kim
Young Ji Kim
Shayna Paige Kravet
Anja Kreibbaum
Chelsea Morgan Kronengold
Chelsea Mary Ann Kueffer
Miyuki Kurihara
Veronica-Joyce-Wing-Sooeng Kwik
Claire Catherine Lavers
Carmen Lee
Elaine Angela Lee
Hyeseong Lee
Isac Jooyoung Lee
Min Young Lee
Michael Edison Patrick Lemire
Alison Roth Leone
Stephanie Michelle Lerner
Hui Li
Yichen Li
Zhui Li
Shawna Shi’en Lim
Patrick Lin
Danielle Loguercio
Gerad Kwet-Yoong Loo
MariTi Blaise Lovell
Alexandra Athena Mamangakis
Jadelyn K. Martinez
Nandita Mathur
Allison V. Milby
Jordan Ross Milliner
Kate Eun Min
Khrystyna Miyuk
Angelina L. Molina
Gabrielle Nia Morse
Nasreen C. Mustafa
Sophie Nazerian
Ivana Erika Young
Yunshan Niu
Thomas Joseph Novak
Miranda Neith Nowak
Katrina Celisse Nunez
Katherine Ellen O’Connor
Sabina Lawlor O’Reilly
Ila Capri Panganiban
Brianne Elise Pantalone
Selena Nardelli Paolo
Ashley Elizabeth Paquin
Inwha Park
Leobn Lamarr Lance Parsons
Ethan Zachary Paul
Prattasha Paul
Jason Alfredo Pedraza
Shuhuan Peng
Taryn Conway Petrelli
Kathy Stephanie Pindych
Luisalfredo Plascencia
Donna Chia Poon
Victoria Hadley Porpora
Karissa Prieto
Cassondra Louise Pul
Chengzi Qian
Graham I. Rabinowitsch
Maria Sol Rachi
Kavitha B. Rao
Elizabeth Catherine Regan
Susan J. Reid
Joanna Brooke Reissman
Aldo Ulisses Resendiz
Elizabeth B. Reyn
Kathryn Anne Riordan
Brenda Rivera
Atenea Marina Rosado Viorques
Emily Lynn Rosenberg
Sid Ross
Anthony Noel Ryan
Sofia Sampol
Wing Mai Sang
Sheridan C. Sarnelle
Rachel Lucia Sayson
Fabian Lukas Schmid-Grosse
Dale Marissa Scudder
Lindsey Margaret Sedlack
Samantha Emma Seif
Kreena D. Shah
Christina Lucille Oei Shank
Jui-En Shi
Wei Si
Morgan B. Siegel
Nicole Lauren Sklar
Eleanor Pleasant Smeallie
Sharlen Kimiko Letha Smith
Anna Grace Sompolski
Jaemin Song
Simon Huljich Spire
Lindsay Wittmer St. Onge
Oliveia Rose Steinberg
Kendra Alicia Strouf
Albion Charles Sumrell
Xiang Sun
Lee Ching Tan
Weiming Brian Tan
Xinyi Tan
Natalie Michelle Tanenbaum
Emma Leora Teger
Tracy Thai
Laura Melissa Thompson
Kelly Anne Tobin
Elizabeth Torres
Ming-Che Tu
Cynthia Daisy Ubilla
Jessica Lee Vercillo
Johnann Victoria Verol
Kathleen Rachel Voegli
Laura Ashley Wagner
Jasmine Noel Walwer
Jingyuang Wang
Shuron Wang
Kathleen Diana Warman
Rebecca Felicia Wicker
Emma Elizabeth Wilber
Bri’Ann Fallon Wright
Chuqiang Yang
Miao Yang
Meng Ying
Jong Woo Yoon
Zhixian Yu
Rikki Jessica Zelkowitz
Samantha Zevy
Yinjia Zhang
Christopher Robert Ziegler
CANDIDATES MAY 2016 (SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF ALL REQUIREMENTS)
MASTER of ARTS
CANDIDATES MAY 2016 continued (Subject to completion of all requirements) #TCHappy

Xiaoxia Liu
Yuchen Liu
Yue Liu
Brianna Kathleen Lively
Brittany Vanessa Locke
Raelyn Marie Loisel
Hannah Christina Lokken
Abigail Lopez
David Boyd Lora
Jingyu Lu
Min Lu
Xinrui Lu
Jessica Luk
Pok Man Luk
Yan Luo
Xiaomeng Ma
Yijun Ma
Zexi Ma
Marco Daniel Machado
Idit Lea Madanes
Norah J. Mulaney
Caitlin E. Maloy
Laura Jordan Maltz
Amar Dipak Mandavi
Emily Brynn Mandel
Patrick Jonathan Manno
Peirui Mao
Rachel Giovanna Maranto
Tina E. Marchiano
Joseph Michael Marinelli
Elizabeth Marino
Jenna N. Marks
Annabelle Fredericks Maroney
Diane Kimberley Marpozan
Veronica Yolanda Marquez
Mariana V. Marshall
Colleen Mary Martin
Elizabeth Theresa Masi
Shiyon Lee Mathew
Mesum Cho Mathison
Sheila Marie Walters Matsuda
Tiffany Tanea Maye
Molly Dealy Maynar
Asa Amanda McDermott
Alvin McDonald
Molly Katherine McDonald
Daniel Scott McGroarty
Candice Veronique McIntosh
Cillonia McNelly
David Gray McLean
Tawana Laniece McNair
Brendan Thomas McNally
Kathryn Jackson McNeil
Claire E. Mcquillen
Colin Ross McWilliams
Jingyang Mei
Gabriel Mejia
Shuzi Meng
Yu Meng
Elizabeth Alexandra Metts
Matthew Eric Michelson
Edith P. Middleton
Leslie Marie Migliaccio
Diane Tennisha Miller
Tiara Jordan Ka’E Miller
Bryanna Milligan
Zachary J. Millington
Aja Maximillian Minnis
Jacob Arthur Miraldi
Kristina Marie Mirich
Soumya Mishra
Binita Harshad Modi
Shiksha Natasha Modi
Ali Mehrad Molaei
Rupsha Begum Monman
Elizabeth Carmela Monroe
Maritza Morales
Yandra Mordan
Susan E. Mordecai
Melissa Moreira
Anne-Claire Yvonne Ginette Morel
Carmen S. Morel
Debra A. Moreta
Zenobia Shamim Morrill
Sofia Moshkovich
Mikel Douglas Conway Moss
Julius Martin Moyo
Christopher James Mueller
Naja L. Muhammad
Lauren Paisley Mulholland
Nawal Saleh Mustafa Muradwijd
Shannon Murphy
Gillian M. Murray
James R. Nadeau
Daniel Nadel
Geoge Nantwi
Sara Leah Nathanson
Emily Neff
Julie Millyck Negussie
Mandy Newman
Nazha Niazi
Allison J. Nichols
Mengxing Niu
Colin Jeffrey Noble
Jasmine Noel
Filip Novakovski
Edna Nsa
Judyth Nsababera
Kelley A. Nugent
Yasmin Carolina Nunez
Andrea Nunez Gamboa
Meaghan Hanna O’Connor
Rosemary Ellen O’Connor
Ashley Anni Offenbacher
Crystal Yu-Jeen Oh
Youngji Oh
Aki Ohata
Nicole Uchenna Okeke-Oraeki
Sarah Margaret Oldham
Matthew Adam Olonoff
Sally Jean O’Neill
Colleen O. Oppenzato
Allison Megan Orr
Leonard Ort
Gusueldo Antonio Ortega
Samuel E. Ortiz
Sarah Rebecca Oshins
Masashi Otake
Manbo Ouyang
Szasha A. Ozard
Veronica A. Ozog
Ji Won Park
Eileen Branagan Palmer
Dana Michelle Palmieri
Yue Pan
Yun Pan
Tatev Papikyan
Geurnir Park
Jeanie Park
Mi Jong Park
Minjoo Park
Soh Hyun Park
Laura Robin Parris
Jennifer Lynn Patten
Porshnea D. Patterson
Karen Pavon
Ramon Pena
Thiago Pereira
Jennifer Brooke Perlmutter
Olivia Michelle Peros
David J. Perrett
Timothy Ronald Perry
Charlotte Cooper Pfeffer
Vincent Phinoung
Jahsee Orlando Pickering
Kristen Ann Pierce
Marissa Anna Pipe
Brook Dee Pitts
Anna Barbara Carandang Pizarro
Samantha Hope Platt
Catalina Alejandra Plua
Emily Davis Pogue
Olga Polinkeych
Isabel Cristina Polonia
Jennifer Corroy Porras
Emily Rebecca Porter
Kathleen Venecia Portillo
Shannon Alice Potts
Erin Marie Power
Amanda Lee Priest
Daniel Anthony Prieto
Xuan Pu
Qiao Qian
Shiliu Qian
Xiaoye Qian
Wangzi Qilu
Tian Qiu
Jingyu Quan
Lara Jean Quidore
Lara Jean Quidore
Carneius Quinn
Khloood Qumei
Neha Mujahid Qureshi
Ayeshas Rusi Rabadi
Nnamdi A. Raham
Amanda Ann Ramcharran
Cristian Jose Ramos
Michael Adam Ramsey
Andrea Randolph Krisova
Nico Daniell Raneri
Nkeese Rankine
Marina Lalalina Raolimannantsa
Dara Lynne Raskin
Amrita Rath
Susan Reardon
John Joseph Reichert
Alana Brigid Reidly
Allison R. Reilly
Jill Elizabeth Reilly
Adam J. Reim
Katie Lisa Rein
Allison Hayley Reisinger
Alden Elizabeth Reiss
Sarah K. Reitz
Anne Margaret Renaud
Ji Sung Ryu
Issac Joseph Rice
Shanmique Latoya Moucha Richards
Stephen Edmund Riche
Benjamin Thomas Riggs
Charles Henry Ritter
Xiomara Nicole Robinson
Stephanie Marie Julienne Roche
Thomas Jay Rodney
Kimberly J. Rodriguez
Brett Caleb Rogers Roell
Elizabeth Rose Rollins
Eliana Marie Roman
Danielle Rae Romano
Emily Faith Rood-Matza
Christopher Rosado
Ariel Rosario
Bethany Rosen
Max Rosen
Kandice Monet Ross
Katarzyna Rosszczeda
Alexa Nicole Roth
Elizabeth Kara Rubinfeld
Lisa Catherina Rubio
Kristen Anne Rucki
Kai Jerome Ruderian
Bernalyn Ruiz
Karla P. Ruiz
Nissin Jan Sajid
Amine Mamoudou Sall
Irini Samolis
Jeanette Kramer Sandor
Koji Sano
Kayhan Kishore Sanyal
Melisa Sanyer
Srishti Sardana
Melissa Jacobs Saul
Suzan Catherine Scala
John Michael Schaffer
Zoe Danielle Schein
Michelle Lynn Schilling
Nicole L. Schlesinger
Alissa Renee Schneidmesser
Alexandra Rose Scholes
Natasha A. Scott
Laura Elizabeth Sears
Marianna Rose Semon
Asia Jenise Session
Ruben T. Alonzo
Isabella S. Anderson
Lin Jeong Anderson
Sharifa Ann Blackwell
Alexandria Conn Bragg
Deloreon Collins Burton
Cory L. Cain
Benjamin John Carter
Rebecca Cerezo
Keith Wei Jun Chin
Susan Ruth Cohen-Small
Alexandra De Rosa
Marcela Desemone
Aimee Ehrman
Gabriella Richelle Eisendorf
Christina Elizabeth Estrada
Nicola D. Evans
Anna Lauren Halliday
Tara Kristin Hanna
Onaje Sanyika Harper
John Patrick Heneghan
Courtney Jean Holbert
Stephanie Ann Hubah
Kathryn Elaine Hyde
Ji-Yung Jung
Karen Jung
Patrick Michael Kennison
Shibani Khanna
Chico R. Knight
Mia Summi Lee
Luke Charles Lennon
Rodolpho Bello Loureiro
Alessandra Ann Maria MacKinnon
Andrew Joseph Marotta
Maria Martinez Calderon
Laura Deborah Maurer
Amanda Brook McGinnis
Christine Dalton Morrison
Stephen Nyamayaro Mufuka
Sojeong Nam
Ray Rion Nathan Jr.
Lucia Rocha Nestler
Rabin Nickens
Janice Mildred Nolan
Shelly Oh
Kate M. Oldre
Brooke Elizabeth Parham
Amanda Jean Parker
Alyssa Marie Rigg
Kimberly L. Roberts
Lauren Ann Ryan
Jennifer Anne Scharf
Marissa Anne Schoenfeld
Heather Naomi Schwartz
Anvar J. Sharrif
Jarritt Ahmed Sheel
Leo Sherman
Gregory Charles Smith
David Spencer
Gara Danielle Steinfeld
Cody Sherman Stipes
Mayu Takezawa
Arhythyiya Mohammed Thebpratisri
Sophia Tkac
David Albert Rodes Trautman
Cherelle Turner
John Bernard Wagner
Conrad Ian Walker
Priscilla Walton
Deborah Nava Weinerman
Alicia Bacon Willeford
Daniel Charles Williams
Abbey Marie Wilson
Stephanie Lynn Witt
Shira Eve Wrightman
Anne Jee-Young Yi
Mildred Hye Ree Yi

El hassane Babekri
Nicoleta Barolini
Jorge Luis Beltran
Elisa Lou Cameron
Melissa Marie Cesarano
Christopher Mark Chamberlin
Johanna Kate Cunningham
John Steven Durko
Nicholas Wooster Fager
Henriett Adrienn
Gonzales-Mastrapa
David M. Hardy Jr.
Garam Jung
Tetsuya Kikyo
Yeong Su Kil
Jamie Kim
Sorachai Kornkasem
Victor Eduardo Llanque Zonta
Ilya Alex Lyashevsky
Maurice Antonio Stinnett
Michael Isaac Swart
Jamal Anthony Taylor
Carol J. Telpha
Elizabeth Torres
Soojoon Won

Eliane Alfred Abou-Assi
Sarah Alsaidi
Kaelan Anderson
Andre Alexis Anteliz
Sanyukta Sureshkumar Bafna
Dennis Michael Baker
April Hyooun Bang
Tessa Caroline Batchelor
Rachel Becker
Alessandro Bellantuono
Liz Ben Amo
Erica Ann Benedetto
Rhiannon Bennion
Ummugul Bezihan
Anagha Bhave
Peter Burton Bjorklund
Steven Elikann Bloom
Karen Ruth Blumberg
Nnenna Nkoli Bodden
Lauren E. Brenner
Kristen N. Bundy
Olivia Laine Cancro
Michael Carosone
Heather Ashley Carr
Lauren Elizabeth Carr
Apichai Chaivinij
Heidi Shao Wei Chang
Mache M. Chase
Baoyang Chen
James JunSik Choi
Suzie Choi
Dakota Wayne Cintron
Yan Carlos Colon Leon
Timothy Scott Cooper
Daniel J. Corr
Nancy Correa
Alyssa C. Creegan
Roy Noah Danovitch
Lionelle Daudel
Alisha Sari Davlin
Colombage Asha De Costa
Nurys Y. De La Cruz Bisono
Rebecca Flint D’Elia
Courtney Dimick
Ailene Karla Espino Espiritu
Catherine Emily Fiman
William Andrew Forteith
Christine Elizabeth Francisco
Rebecca Hillary Freides
Benjamin Paul Friedman
Amanda Linn Gaffney
Maulshree Gangwar
Jessica Anne Owen Garber
Jennifer Gentry Gibson
Sindy Laquan Gilbert
Alison Gillespie
Ann Louise Glasser
Cindy Guan
Shannon Marie Gunnip
Emile Elizabeth Haft
Addison Boose Hamilton
Roberta Hawa Josephine Harrich
Jeong Cheng Ho
Catherine Michelle Hrabrick
Amelia J. In
Robert Scott Jackson
Fuzieh Jallow
Alicia Carter Johnson
Effie Olayinka Johnson
Emilie Patrice Johnson
Wenting Kang
Chandni Milan Kapadia

MASTER of EDUCATION
AWARDED OCTOBER 2015

MASTER of EDUCATION
AWARDED FEBRUARY 2016

MASTER of EDUCATION
CANDIDATES MAY 2016 (SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF ALL REQUIREMENTS)
MASTER of EDUCATION
CANDIDATES MAY 2016 continued (SUBJECT TO COMPLETION OF ALL REQUIREMENTS)

Lyndsay A. Kelly
Raqshinda Khan
Muhammed Veyis Kilincer
Allison Hope King
Michele Ann Koury
Maureen F. Kramanak
Anja Kreibaum
Sarah Beth Kretzschmer
Sarah Beth Spears
Mengyu Lai
Debra Lehanski Langer
Heather Lechner
Yichen Li
Hsiao Chen Lin
Patrick Lin
Yu-Han Lin
Markus Philip Ling
Caitlin Ann Long
Christina N. Lopez
Pok Man Luk
Alexandra Athena Mamangakis
Elizabeth Marino
Jadelyn K. Martinez
Joseph Dewayne Mathews
Khrystyna Misyuk
Lindsay M. Mitchiner
Binita Harshad Modi
Elizabeth Ann Moreland
Kelly Kehaulani Morita
Zenobia Shamim Morrill
Gabrielle Nia Morse
Indhira Mota
Deepika Deepika
Narasim Narasimhan
Maria Sagun Nebres
Ryan Novack
Katrina Celisse Nunez
Stephanie O’Daniel
Hyun Ji Oh
Jaime Olmos
Gene Ozziengbe Osagie
Kathy Stephanie Pindyck
Luisalfredo Plascencia
Donna Chia Poon
Veronica Andrea Puga
Andrea Randolph Krisova
Kavitha B. Rao
Joseph Daniel Riina-Ferrie
Kathryn Anne Riordan
Heather Nicole Robinson
Stephanie Marie Julienne Roche
Regina Elaine Rosario
Max Rosen
Elizabeth Kara Rubinfeld
Nissim Jan Sajid
Ada Lilian Santiago
Melissa Jacyln Saul
Dale Marissa Scudder
Ina Seok
Asia Jenise Session
Allyson Jeanette Shaw
Jui-En Shih
Minoo Shirmohamadali
Morgan B. Siegel
Bette Maggie Sloane
Anna Grace Sompolski
Leanne Marie Stahnke
Tabitha R. Stickel
Aubion Charles Sunrell
Haimei Sun
Isolde Marie Sundet
Vidhi Chetan Tamboli
Dana Suzanne Thau
Melissa D’Aniello Theroux
Lisa Michelle Tucker
Cynthia Daisy Ubilla
Scott J. Van Pelt
Kiara Liz Vega
Carine Verschueren
Kathleen Rachel Voegtl
zi Wang
Jampa Wangmo
Kathleen Diana Warman
Elysia Laine Weissglass
Emma Elizabeth Wilberg
Annie D. Wolf
Bri’Ann Fallon Wright
Ting-Yi Wu
Eun Hae Yun
Ann Zedginidze
Rikki Jessica Zelkowitz
Samantha Zery
Jing Zhang
Yi Zhang
Lina Zhu
Kuang Zong
Adele Bruni Ashley
Cyntra Bernardo
Socrates Gregory Boussios
Christine E. Burton
John Peter Fantuzzo
Deidre B. Flowers
Taly Harel Marian
Christine Marie Harris-Van Keuren
Cathy Katayoun Jalali
Joel Edward Jebb
Lauren Leigh Kelly
Ji hye Kim
Pyong Ho Kim
Elizabeth Mary Kopko
Jing Li
Diego Armando Luna Bazaldua
Yevgeniy Milman
Jude Uwaoma Nwachukwu
Jung Yeon Park
Jaunelle Kristina Pratt-Williams
Tasha Prosper
Nicholas S. Redding
Rebecca Frances Reed
Ronda Louise Rufsvold
Muntasir Sattar
Jacob Scott Sawyer
Alice Windsor Seneres
Guannan Shen
Menghan Shen
Denzil Anthony Streete
Michael Isaac Swart
Jessica Wallenstein
Oscar Hsin-Dar Yan
Nicole Aelise Yoskowitz

Patrick Decla Ashby
Raisa Belyavina
Sheila Ivelisse Borges
Alexis Lynn Branca
Erika Michelle Byers
Yu Cao
Jeanine Antoinette De Falco
Rebecca Hartnett Fabricant
Cynthia Hamen Farrar
Dyan Angela Ludena Ferraris
Jeromy Benjamin Heyman
Kieva Sofia Hranchuk
Jennifer K. Johnson
Patrick Joseph Keegan
Vanessa Laurent
Jennifer Lee
Albina Marushina
Adam George Mitchinson
Gemma Moya Gale
Siow Chin Ng
Amanda Charlene Philp
Mary Samantha Stanford
Rebecca Anne Stilwell
Naomi Sommers Woods
Spyridon Varthis
Brandie Elisabeth Waid
Jennifer Danielle Weber
Chenmu Xing
Nicole Suzanne Zillmer
Karlian Lee Zuckerman

Philip Adornato
Stephen Quin Cornman
Cathy V. de los Rios
Jordan Wright DeLeon
Robin Earle Fleshman
Laura Jane Hemberger
Rachel Khungin-Bott
Jacob Frias Koehler
Hsing-Ching Ruo
Huacheng Li
Veronica Milagros Minaya Lazarte
Anahid Sandaldjian Modrek
Alyssa Dodge Niccolini
Lia Natassa Papathomas
Julia A. Silvestri
Phillip Anthony Smith
Kai Chung Tam
“My scholarship not only helped me become a great music educator, it also made it possible for the children I’ve taught to dream big about music and make it a vital part of their lives.”

— KATY HO, M.A., MUSIC & MUSIC EDUCATION, RECIPIENT OF THE ENID W. & LESTER MORSE, JR. SCHOLARSHIP IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Lily E. Christ & Duane M. Christ Annual Fund Scholarship
Civitas Foundation Scholarship
Diana Brewster Clark Fellowship
John & Caroline H. Clark Scholarship in Elementary Mathematics
Kenneth B. & Mamie P. Clark Fellowship
Frances P. Connor Scholarship
Anna E. Cook Fund
Valerie J. Cooke Nutrition Scholars
Joyce B. Cowin Scholarship
Gardner Cowles Doctoral Research Fellowship
Gertrude Kern Herriott Coyle Memorial Scholarship
Estelle & Frank Cramer Scholarship
Lawrence A. Cremin History of Education Scholarship
Alice W. Cunningham Annual Fund Scholarship
Martha Elizabeth Currie Scholarship
Eileen A. Cutler Endowed Scholarship
Frank W. Cyr Scholarship
Darche-Kimber Scholarship
Darwin Memorial Scholarship
Anonymous Annual Fund Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship in the English Education Program
Anthropology Research Fund in Honor of Lambros Comitas
Patrick J. Aquilina & Richard R. Gray Annual Fund Scholarship
Arnold Endowed Scholarship
Atkins Rosen Scholarship Fund
Florence & William C. Bagley Revolving Scholarship
Lois LaCroix Barber & Charles F. Barber Scholarship
Barnett Family Scholarship
Behavioral Analysis at Schools Fund
Dorothy Dyer Bennett Annual Fund Scholarship
James & Landis Best Scholarship
Duane M. & Lily E. Christ HI-TECH PREP Math Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Annual Fund Scholarship
Paul E. Blackwood Scholarship
Marian A. Bott Policy Scholarship
Marion R. Boultree & William Z. Smith Annual Fund Scholarship
Tess Magsaysay & Ken Boxley Scholarship
Judith Berman Brandenburg Scholarship
James V. Bruni Annual Fund Scholarship
Flossie T. Bruyning Scholarship
Robert & Judith Burger Endowed Scholarship
May Ayres Burgess Fellowship
Arvid J. & Mary A. Burke Fellowship
Raymond M. Burrows Memorial Scholarship
Annie Pierce Buxton Scholarship
Cahn Fellowship Program
Ruth K. Cuille Scholarship
Frank Chambers Fellowship
John Chester Scholarship
Lucy Lee Chiles Book Award

125th Anniversary Scholarship
Joan Amron Annual Fund Scholarship
General Robert Anderson Scholarship
Anonymous (2)
Anonymous Annual Fund Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship in the English Education Program
Anthropology Research Fund in Honor of Lambros Comitas
Patrick J. Aquilina & Richard R. Gray Annual Fund Scholarship
Arnold Endowed Scholarship
Atkins Rosen Scholarship Fund
Florence & William C. Bagley Revolving Scholarship
Lois LaCroix Barber & Charles F. Barber Scholarship
Barnett Family Scholarship
Behavioral Analysis at Schools Fund
Dorothy Dyer Bennett Annual Fund Scholarship
James & Landis Best Scholarship
Duane M. & Lily E. Christ HI-TECH PREP Math Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Annual Fund Scholarship
Paul E. Blackwood Scholarship
Marian A. Bott Policy Scholarship
Marion R. Boultree & William Z. Smith Annual Fund Scholarship
Tess Magsaysay & Ken Boxley Scholarship
Judith Berman Brandenburg Scholarship
James V. Bruni Annual Fund Scholarship
Flossie T. Bruyning Scholarship
Robert & Judith Burger Endowed Scholarship
May Ayres Burgess Fellowship
Arvid J. & Mary A. Burke Fellowship
Raymond M. Burrows Memorial Scholarship
Annie Pierce Buxton Scholarship
Cahn Fellowship Program
Ruth K. Cuille Scholarship
Frank Chambers Fellowship
John Chester Scholarship
Lucy Lee Chiles Book Award

Lily E. Christ & Duane M. Christ Annual Fund Scholarship
Civitas Foundation Scholarship
Diana Brewster Clark Fellowship
John & Caroline H. Clark Scholarship in Elementary Mathematics
Kenneth B. & Mamie P. Clark Fellowship
Frances P. Connor Scholarship
Anna E. Cook Fund
Valerie J. Cooke Nutrition Scholars
Joyce B. Cowin Scholarship
Gardner Cowles Doctoral Research Fellowship
Gertrude Kern Herriott Coyle Memorial Scholarship
Estelle & Frank Cramer Scholarship
Lawrence A. Cremin History of Education Scholarship
Alice W. Cunningham Annual Fund Scholarship
Martha Elizabeth Currie Scholarship
Eileen A. Cutler Endowed Scholarship
Frank W. Cyr Scholarship
Darche-Kimber Scholarship
Darwin Memorial Scholarship
Anonymous Annual Fund Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship in the English Education Program
Anthropology Research Fund in Honor of Lambros Comitas
Patrick J. Aquilina & Richard R. Gray Annual Fund Scholarship
Arnold Endowed Scholarship
Atkins Rosen Scholarship Fund
Florence & William C. Bagley Revolving Scholarship
Lois LaCroix Barber & Charles F. Barber Scholarship
Barnett Family Scholarship
Behavioral Analysis at Schools Fund
Dorothy Dyer Bennett Annual Fund Scholarship
James & Landis Best Scholarship
Duane M. & Lily E. Christ HI-TECH PREP Math Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Annual Fund Scholarship
Paul E. Blackwood Scholarship
Marian A. Bott Policy Scholarship
Marion R. Boultree & William Z. Smith Annual Fund Scholarship
Tess Magsaysay & Ken Boxley Scholarship
Judith Berman Brandenburg Scholarship
James V. Bruni Annual Fund Scholarship
Flossie T. Bruyning Scholarship
Robert & Judith Burger Endowed Scholarship
May Ayres Burgess Fellowship
Arvid J. & Mary A. Burke Fellowship
Raymond M. Burrows Memorial Scholarship
Annie Pierce Buxton Scholarship
Cahn Fellowship Program
Ruth K. Cuille Scholarship
Frank Chambers Fellowship
John Chester Scholarship
Lucy Lee Chiles Book Award

Lily E. Christ & Duane M. Christ Annual Fund Scholarship
Civitas Foundation Scholarship
Diana Brewster Clark Fellowship
John & Caroline H. Clark Scholarship in Elementary Mathematics
Kenneth B. & Mamie P. Clark Fellowship
Frances P. Connor Scholarship
Anna E. Cook Fund
Valerie J. Cooke Nutrition Scholars
Joyce B. Cowin Scholarship
Gardner Cowles Doctoral Research Fellowship
Gertrude Kern Herriott Coyle Memorial Scholarship
Estelle & Frank Cramer Scholarship
Lawrence A. Cremin History of Education Scholarship
Alice W. Cunningham Annual Fund Scholarship
Martha Elizabeth Currie Scholarship
Eileen A. Cutler Endowed Scholarship
Frank W. Cyr Scholarship
Darche-Kimber Scholarship
Darwin Memorial Scholarship
Anonymous Annual Fund Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship in the English Education Program
Anthropology Research Fund in Honor of Lambros Comitas
Patrick J. Aquilina & Richard R. Gray Annual Fund Scholarship
Arnold Endowed Scholarship
Atkins Rosen Scholarship Fund
Florence & William C. Bagley Revolving Scholarship
Lois LaCroix Barber & Charles F. Barber Scholarship
Barnett Family Scholarship
Behavioral Analysis at Schools Fund
Dorothy Dyer Bennett Annual Fund Scholarship
James & Landis Best Scholarship
Duane M. & Lily E. Christ HI-TECH PREP Math Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Annual Fund Scholarship
Paul E. Blackwood Scholarship
Marian A. Bott Policy Scholarship
Marion R. Boultree & William Z. Smith Annual Fund Scholarship
Tess Magsaysay & Ken Boxley Scholarship
Judith Berman Brandenburg Scholarship
James V. Bruni Annual Fund Scholarship
Flossie T. Bruyning Scholarship
Robert & Judith Burger Endowed Scholarship
May Ayres Burgess Fellowship
Arvid J. & Mary A. Burke Fellowship
Raymond M. Burrows Memorial Scholarship
Annie Pierce Buxton Scholarship
Cahn Fellowship Program
Ruth K. Cuille Scholarship
Frank Chambers Fellowship
John Chester Scholarship
Lucy Lee Chiles Book Award

Lily E. Christ & Duane M. Christ Annual Fund Scholarship
Civitas Foundation Scholarship
Diana Brewster Clark Fellowship
John & Caroline H. Clark Scholarship in Elementary Mathematics
Kenneth B. & Mamie P. Clark Fellowship
Frances P. Connor Scholarship
Anna E. Cook Fund
Valerie J. Cooke Nutrition Scholars
Joyce B. Cowin Scholarship
Gardner Cowles Doctoral Research Fellowship
Gertrude Kern Herriott Coyle Memorial Scholarship
Estelle & Frank Cramer Scholarship
Lawrence A. Cremin History of Education Scholarship
Alice W. Cunningham Annual Fund Scholarship
Martha Elizabeth Currie Scholarship
Eileen A. Cutler Endowed Scholarship
Frank W. Cyr Scholarship
Darche-Kimber Scholarship
Darwin Memorial Scholarship
Anonymous Annual Fund Scholarship
Anonymous Endowed Scholarship in the English Education Program
Anthropology Research Fund in Honor of Lambros Comitas
Patrick J. Aquilina & Richard R. Gray Annual Fund Scholarship
Arnold Endowed Scholarship
Atkins Rosen Scholarship Fund
Florence & William C. Bagley Revolving Scholarship
Lois LaCroix Barber & Charles F. Barber Scholarship
Barnett Family Scholarship
Behavioral Analysis at Schools Fund
Dorothy Dyer Bennett Annual Fund Scholarship
James & Landis Best Scholarship
Duane M. & Lily E. Christ HI-TECH PREP Math Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Endowed Scholarship
Rebecca Binder & Charles Cohen Annual Fund Scholarship
Paul E. Blackwood Scholarship
Marian A. Bott Policy Scholarship
Marion R. Boultree & William Z. Smith Annual Fund Scholarship
Tess Magsaysay & Ken Boxley Scholarship
Judith Berman Brandenburg Scholarship
James V. Bruni Annual Fund Scholarship
Flossie T. Bruyning Scholarship
Robert & Judith Burger Endowed Scholarship
May Ayres Burgess Fellowship
Arvid J. & Mary A. Burke Fellowship
Raymond M. Burrows Memorial Scholarship
Annie Pierce Buxton Scholarship
Cahn Fellowship Program
Ruth K. Cuille Scholarship
Frank Chambers Fellowship
John Chester Scholarship
Lucy Lee Chiles Book Award
— Scholarships & Fellowships —

Genishi Family Scholarship  
A. M. Gentile Scholarship in Motor Learning  
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr. Educational Fund  
Gold Scholarship  
Rita W. Gold Scholarship  
The Phyllis Gold Gluck Scholarship for Excellence in Student Teaching in Art & Art Education  
Bernice H. Goldberg Memorial Annual Fund Scholarship  
I. Ignacy Goldberg Scholarship  
Miriam L. Goldberg Scholarship  
Helen Wilcox Goldsmith Memorial KIPP Scholarship  
Jinny M. Goldstein Annual Fund Scholarship  
Irvin Goldstein Scholarship  
Susan E. Goodchild Scholarship  
Barbara Goodman Scholarship  
Ruth L. Gottesman Mathematics & Science Education Scholarship  
Peter Greeman/Community Teachers Initiative Scholarship  
Patricia Green Endowed Scholarship  
Maxine Greene Scholarship in Philosophy & Education  
Antonia Grumbach Scholarship  
Dr. Priska Gysin International Memorial Scholarship  
Ruth Zerkowsky Habas Scholarship  
Dr. Helen Mayer Hacker Endowed Fellowship  
Laura S. Hahn Scholarship  
The Friend/Hananel Family Endowed Research Fellowship  
Charlotte M. Hamill Scholarship  
Hamitic Coptic Fellowship  
Harkness Fellowship  
William Randolph Hearst Centennial Fellowship  
Marie & Manfred Hecht Memorial Scholarship  
Matilda & Hattie Heft Memorial Scholarship  
Heinrich Scholarship  
Eugene W. Hellmich Math Scholarship  
Beatrice Hillard Nursing Scholarship  
Hoadley Scholarship Fund  
Margaret Hoge Memorial Fund  
Laurie B. Hodgson Annual Fund Scholarship  
Virginia Hough Music Program Scholarship  
Nancy K. Hu Scholarship  
Florence E. Ingham Scholarship  
Myah & Jaime Irick Scholarship  
Leland B. Jacobs Scholarship  
Elsie Todd Klaassen Scholarship  
Joseph Klingenstein Fellowship Program  
Kenneth E. & I lamae R. Knapp Scholarship  
Sidney Kohl Family Foundation Scholarship  
Mariam & Shervin Korangy Endowed Scholarship  
Korea 125th Anniversary Scholarship  
Laura O. Kornfeld Scholarship  
Phyllis & Burton Kossoff Scholarship  
Susan L. Kriegman & Leonard W. Kriegman Endowed Scholarship  
Beatrice R. Lane Scholarship  
Harriet Church Lane Scholarship  
Jodie Lane Fund  
James H. Mason & Elizabeth Vader Mason Scholarship  
Daisy Lai-Yin Lau Masters Student Fellowship  
Dr. Elizabeth Phelan & Dr. Francis Xavier Lawlor Endowed Scholarship Fund  
In Honor of Professor Mary Budd Rowe  
Gwendolyn Laidlaw Endowed Scholarship  
Carmen Lefkowitz Scholarship  
Lehnerts Scholarship  
Erin Leider-Pariser Scholarship Fund  
Lemann Fellows Program at Teachers College  
Roy & Deborah Lewicki Scholarship  
Barbara Jean Lewis Early Childhood Education Scholarship  
LGBTQ Diversity Scholarship  
C.Y. Li Endowed Scholarship  
John F. Lidstone Memorial Scholarship  
Lindamood Family Endowed Scholarship  
Henry H. Linn Scholarship  
Dr. Ruth Watson Lubic & William Lubic Endowed Scholarship Fund  
Aline L. Lydecker Scholarship Fund  
E. Zimmerman Lynch Scholarship  
Grace MacLeod Scholarship  
Evangeline Maginnis Scholarship  
Barbara M.V.H. Martindale Scholarship  
George L. & Enid W. May Fund  
Dr. Alpha C. Mayfield Music Scholarship  
Ruth P. McCarthy Scholarship  
Constance McCutcheon Scholarship  
The Frances E. McKenzie Scholarship  
Melba Austin Academic Excellence Award  
Wiley M. Merryman Scholarship  
Jack Mezirow Scholarship for Social Action  
Miller Scholarship Program  
Stuart Miller Scholarship  
Evalyn Edwards Milman Literacy Fellowship  
Moffat Scholarship  
Wayne T. Moore Annual Fund Scholarship  
Eleanor Colford Morris Fellowship  
Drs. Eleanor & Walbert Morrison Scholarship  
Morse Teaching Fellowship Fund  
Enid W. Morse Fellowship for Teaching in the Arts  
Enid W. & Lester Morse, Jr. Scholarship in Music Education  
Moser-Burton Fellowship  
J. Richard Munro Fellowship  
Suzanne M. Murphy Annual Fund Scholarship  
Roger A. Myers Scholarship for Counseling Psychology
Edward Mysak Memorial Endowed Fund
Shailaja Nagarkatte Annual Fund Scholarship
Nanzhu Endowed Scholarship for Masters or Doctoral Students
Constance M. Hoguet Neel Annual Fund Scholarship
Franklin W. & D. Joan Neff Endowed Scholarship
James L. Neff Reading Specialist Scholarship
Neukom Family Scholarship
Anna Neumann Supporting Student Research Award
New College Endowed Scholarship
Sharon Y. Nichols Scholarship
Naomi Norsworthy Memorial Fund
Nutritional Ecology Endowed Scholarship
Oceanic Heritage Foundation Doctoral Fellowship
Oceanic Heritage Foundation Scholarship
David & Maureen O’Connor Veterans and Families Doctoral Fellowship
Abby M. O’Neill Fellowship Program at Teachers College
Mary Jane Orcutt Scholarship
Lida A. Orzech Scholarship Fund
A. Harry & Shirley S. Passow Fellowship
Vallabhbhai & Savitaben Patel Foundation Endowed Scholarship
Walter H. Patterson, Jr. Scholarship
Peace Corps Fellows Fund
George W. Perkins Memorial Scholarship
Carl H. Pforzheimer Fellowship
Carl H. Pforzheimer Scholarship
Elisabeth Phillips Scholarship in Nursing Education
Dorothy Pieniadz Ed.D. Endowed Scholarship
Pond Scholarship
Samuel R. Powers Scholarship
Edward C. Prehn, Jr. Student Assistance Fund
Orsea M. Pye Fellowship
William F. Raffantiello Annual Fund Scholarship
Julie H. Ratner Annual Fund Scholarship
Ruth Treiber Rauch Endowed Scholarship Fund
Juliet B. Ravitch 1920 Scholarship
William David Reeve Fellowship
RADY Scholars Fund
Joshua Rich Annual Fund Scholarship
Helen E. Richards Scholarship
Roland DeLano Rinsland Scholarship
Isabel H. Robb Fellowship
William McKinley & C.A. Robinson Memorial Scholarship
Ethel A. Rollinson Scholarship
Eliahu Rose Fellowship
Mary Swartz Ross Scholarship
Obelia Scott Ross Scholarship
RUNYAN Scholarship
Dr. Shirley A. Sacks Scholarship
Judith B. Santiago Annual Fund Scholarship
Scappaticcio Fellowship in Clinical Psychology
A. Stern & B. Scheib Fellowship
Scholarship Fund for Special Education
Hannah Holzman Scholl Memorial Scholarship
Harold M. Scholl, Ed.D. Endowed Scholarship
Rosalea A. Schonbar Scholarship
Marvin H. Schur Fund for Clinical Psychology
JoAnne Schwartz Scholarship
Gladys Schweisinger Scholarship
Cynthia Davis Sculco Nursing Education Scholarship
Dorothy A. & Joseph J. Sebesta Scholarship
Second Century Scholarship
Margaret Jo Shepherd Scholarship
Edith Shih Endowed Scholarship
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP Endowed Scholarship
Walter E. Sindlinger Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Carole L. Sleeper Annual Fund Scholarship
Carole L. Sleeper Endowed Scholarship
Raymond Smith Scholarship
Social and Emotional Health & Well-Being of Adolescent Chinese Immigrants Fund
Sparberg Braun Axeliou Endowed Scholarship
Janna Spark Scholarship
Spencer Research Training Grant Fund
Robert I. Sperber Annual Fund Scholarship
Helena Heid Stack Scholarship
Caroline E. Stackpole Scholarship
Merrill Ostrus Staton Music Scholarship
Violet B. Stein-Rosen Memorial Fund
Susan Stempleski Annual Fund Scholarship
Elin J. Stene Fund in Music Education
Romiett Stevens Scholarship
George D. Strayer Fellowship
Emanuel & Barbra Streisand Scholarship Fund
Sarah M. Sturtevant Fellowship
Diane W. Sunshine Annual Fund Scholarship
Diane & Abraham Sunshine Scholarship
Ghana I. Supramaniam Annual Fund Scholarship
Surdna Scholarship
Olive M. Swigart Scholarship
Edith R. Sydney Annual Fund Scholarship
Steven Szabo Memorial Fellowship
Clara Mae Taylor Scholarship
Jane A. Taylor Scholarship Fund for Transformation in Education
M. & Mrs. Robert Lewis Taylor Memorial Scholarship
TC Annual Fund Scholarship
Teachers College Japan Scholars Award Fund
Teachers College Student Council World Friendship Fund
Teaching Artist Professional Development Certificate Program
Donald G. Tewksbury Memorial Fund
Albert S. & Ruby Thompson Scholarship
Justen T. Thompson Scholarship
Tileston Scholarship Fund
Laurie M. Tisch Endowed Doctoral Scholarship
Laurie M. Tisch Endowed Doctoral Scholarship in Food, Education & Policy
Lynn P. Tishman, Ph.D. Scholarship
Toepfer Family Scholarship
Cornelia Toomes Scholarship
Ollivia Moore Trautman Memorial Student Assistance Fund
Beatrice Perlman Trupin Scholarship
Major General Irene Trowell-Harris, Ed.D., U.S.A.F., retired, Annual Fund Scholarship
Jean-Rae Turner Scholarship
Charo Uceda Annual Fund Scholarship
Thank you to all who support scholarships and fellowships at TC.
CONGRATULATIONS, 2016 GRADUATES!

As President of the Teachers College Alumni Association, it is with great pleasure that I welcome you into our distinguished ranks as Teachers College alumni. You are joining a network of some 90,000 professionals—from all walks of life and at all stages of careers—who have made and continue to make an indelible mark on the world. Alumni have done so because of their experience, leadership and tenacity. They also have done so with the support of the people around them like the family, friends, faculty, administrators, trustees, benefactors and fellow alumni who’ve been a part of your journey.

Your time at TC may have been similar to mine, with moments of insight, laughter and even bewilderment. You have developed personal and professional friendships that will stand you in good stead for years to come, and I can assure you that your continued connection to TC will provide support for you throughout your life.

This is an exciting time to join the alumni network, as we are in the midst of an historic campaign—Where the Future Comes First—which allows us to strengthen our capacity to create the next chapter in our distinctive legacy of firsts! I invite you, the newest members of the Alumni Association, to help us in achieving our non-financial goal of increasing alumni engagement by simply participating.

Join the thousands of alumni who participate each year in an array of happenings, such as Academic Festival and Global TC Day, at the College, around NYC and in regions across the globe. We trust you will get involved as an alumnus/a, whether locally or remotely, through the array of social, networking and career-focused activities available. Stay connected on social media, and keep your contact information current at tc.edu/alumni to receive News from the College and to learn about upcoming networking and educational opportunities.

You are destined to enhance the TC legacy through your leadership in your field. We look forward to celebrating your achievements, being a part of your future endeavors and sharing news of your success among our alumni community.

Always know that you have a home and rich community at TC to support you. On behalf of all Teachers College alumni, I congratulate you!

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Putman, Ed.D. 2011
President, Teachers College Alumni Association
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The chain of office worn by President Fuhrman was commissioned
and presented to the College by Elihu Rose, a former Trustee. It was designed and created
by Kurt J. Matzdorf of New Paltz, New York.